Block capital letters were displayed to experienced and inexperienced Ss, using a 20 x 20 matrix of vibratory tactors placed against the back. In two separate experiments, a total of five modes of stimulus presentation. three of them employing a linear scanning slit, were studied. The poorest method, stationary flashing of the letter, allows performance that is well above chance, implying that a purely spatial presentation does convey information. Performance is improved when the letter is moved horizontally across the display. The best performance is achieved when the amount of simultaneous stimulation is limited by using a linear scanning slit. In one method, the letter moves behind a stationary slit, with the result that its horizontal dimension is portrayed only in time. In the other two methods, the scanning slit moves across the stationary letter, portraying the letter both in time and in space. The results of all five display modes indicate that Ss can use whichever representation, spatial or temporal, is available, although patternings which most closely approximate sequential tracing by a single moving point lead to the highest recognition accuracy. We interpret these results in terms of the limited spatial resolution of the cutaneous sense. While the perception of a letter presented in either full-field condition is limited by the spatial resolution, the best measure being the two-point limen, the perception of a letter traced sequentially is limited by the localization acuity of the cutaneous sense, the best measure being the "error of localization," which is known to be considerably smaller than the two-point limen. Inasmuch as the slit methods of presentation are a compromise between simultaneous and sequential display, letter-recognition accuracy ia better with slit presentation than with the corresponding full-field mode of display.
Block capital letters were displayed to experienced and inexperienced Ss, using a 20 x 20 matrix of vibratory tactors placed against the back. In two separate experiments, a total of five modes of stimulus presentation. three of them employing a linear scanning slit, were studied. The poorest method, stationary flashing of the letter, allows performance that is well above chance, implying that a purely spatial presentation does convey information. Performance is improved when the letter is moved horizontally across the display. The best performance is achieved when the amount of simultaneous stimulation is limited by using a linear scanning slit. In one method, the letter moves behind a stationary slit, with the result that its horizontal dimension is portrayed only in time. In the other two methods, the scanning slit moves across the stationary letter, portraying the letter both in time and in space. The results of all five display modes indicate that Ss can use whichever representation, spatial or temporal, is available, although patternings which most closely approximate sequential tracing by a single moving point lead to the highest recognition accuracy. We interpret these results in terms of the limited spatial resolution of the cutaneous sense. While the perception of a letter presented in either full-field condition is limited by the spatial resolution, the best measure being the two-point limen, the perception of a letter traced sequentially is limited by the localization acuity of the cutaneous sense, the best measure being the "error of localization," which is known to be considerably smaller than the two-point limen. Inasmuch as the slit methods of presentation are a compromise between simultaneous and sequential display, letter-recognition accuracy ia better with slit presentation than with the corresponding full-field mode of display.
Because the skin, like the retina, is a spatially extended receptive surface, it has more than once been considered as an alternative channel for transmitting spatial patterns which might otherwise be handled by the visual system. The qustion that arises is how to display spatial patterns on the skin to best exploit its processing capabilities. We are all familiar with "finger writing" on the back as a way of communicating patterns; although moving a single point in time and space ptirmits high recognition accuracy for simple patterns, it suffers from the disadvantages of burdening the observer's memory and requiring fairly elaborate preprocessing when used with a video input. A more compatible but much less informative method of presentation is to impress the spatial form all at one time onto the surface of the skin. In these experiments we have considered several compromise modes of presentation that require relatively simple preprocessing of the spatial form. These modes of presentation differ in how they represent the form spatially and temporally, and thus allow some insight into the way the cutaneous sense handles information.
We have used block letters as forms in these experiments, not so much for the reason that we are interested in letter recognition per se but because the alphabet is a highly diverse, yet familiar, set of forms.
EXPERIMENT I

Method
, Appamh. The pfimary piece of equipment used in these . experiments was the 400-point vibrotactile version of the vision substitution system developed by Paul Bach-y-Rita and Carter C. Collins, and described in detail elsewhere (Collins, 1970; Scadden, 1971; Bach-y-Rita, 1972) .
Briefly, the video signal from a television camera drives a 20 x 20 matrix of solenoid vibrators: if the light flux falling on a given camera element exceeds an adjustable threshold value, the corresponding tactor is activated. Since a stimulator is either "on" or "off," the tactile image corresponding to any optical image has. as it were. two "brightness" levels. To reduce problems with noise, we typically use high-contrast visual displays.
